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Abstract
Let k be a positive integer and let G be a graph with jV (G)j>k+1. For two distinct vertices
x; y 2 V (G), the k-wide-distance between x and y is the minimum l such that there exist k
vertex-disjoint (x; y)-paths whose lengths are at most l. The k-wide-diameter dk(G) of G is
the maximum value of the k-wide-distance between two distinct vertices of G. For x0 2 V (G)
and k distinct vertices x1; x2; : : : ; xk 2 V (G) − fx0g, we dene fk(x0; fx1; x2; : : : ; xkg) to be the
minimum l such that there exist k vertex-disjoint paths P1; P2; : : : ; Pk , where Pi is an (x0; xi)-path
of length at most l. We dene fk(G) to be the maximum value of fk(x0; fx1; x2; : : : ; xkg) over
every x0 2 V (G) and k distinct vertices x1; x2; : : : ; xk 2 V (G) − fx0g. We study relationships
between dk(G) and fk(G). Among other results, we show that if G is a k-connected graph,
k>2, then dk(G)− 16fk(G)6maxfdk(G); (k − 1)dk(G)− 4k + 7g. c© 2000 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In this paper, we consider nite undirected graphs without loops or multiple edges.
Let G=(V (G); E(G)) denote a graph with vertex set V (G) and edge set E(G). For
x; y2V (G), the length of every shortest (x; y)-path in G is called the distance between
x and y in G, and denoted by dG(x; y). The diameter d(G) of G is dened as the
maximum value of dG(x; y) over every x; y2V (G). Let P be an (x; y)-path in G.
We denote the length of P by l(P). Write int(P)=V (P)−fx; yg. Two paths P and Q
are said to be internally vertex-disjoint (or simply vertex-disjoint) if int(P)\V (Q)= ;
and int(Q)\V (P)= ;.
Denition 1. Let k be a positive integer and let G be a graph with jV (G)j>k+1. For
two distinct vertices x; y2V (G), let Dk(x; y) be the collection of all k vertex-disjoint
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(x; y)-paths. We dene the k-wide-distance between x and y by
dk(x; y)=min

max
16i6k
l(Pi)
fP1; P2; : : : ; Pkg2Dk(x; y)

(if Dk(x; y)= ;, then we dene dk(x; y)=1) and we dene the k-wide-diameter
of G by
dk(G)=maxfdk(x; y) j x; y2V (G); x 6=yg:
For instance, dn(Qn)= n + 1 for n>2, where Qn is the n-cube [5]. By Menger's
theorem [3], G is a k-connected graph if and only if dk(G)<1.
The concept of wide-distance and wide-diameter emerge naturally from a study of
transmission delay, reliability, and fault tolerance in communications networks. Con-
sider a graph G that models a computer network with each vertex representing a
processor and each edge representing a two-way communication link. To insure that
the network is fault-tolerant with respect to processor failures, it is necessary that the
number of vertex-disjoint paths between each pair of vertices of G exceed the number
of possible failures. Clearly, the connectivity is very important graph concept. However,
the length of time for the information to arrive is also important, so it is desirable that
the vertex-disjoint paths be short. This requires that wide-distance and wide-diameter
are small. Surveys of wide-diameter and related topics are included in Faudree [1] and
Hsu [2].
Denition 2. Let k be a positive integer and let G be a graph with jV (G)j>k + 1.
Let x0 be a vertex of G and let x1; x2; : : : ; xk be k distinct vertices of G − x0. An
(x0; fx1; x2; : : : ; xkg)-fan is a set of k vertex-disjoint paths P1; P2; : : : ; Pk , where Pi is an
(x0; xi)-path. Let Fk(x0; fx1; x2; : : : ; xkg) be the collection of all (x0; fx1; x2; : : : ; xkg)-fans.
We dene
fk(x0; fx1; x2; : : : ; xkg)=min

max
16i6k
l(Pi)
fP1; P2; : : : ; Pkg2Fk(x0; fx1; x2; : : : ; xkg)

(if Fk(x0; fx1; x2; : : : ; xkg)= ;, then we dene fk(x0; fx1; x2; : : : ; xkg)=1) and we dene
fk(G)=max

fk(x0; fx1; x2; : : : ; xkg)
 x0 2V (G) andx1; x2; : : : ; xk 2V (G)− fx0g (distinct)

:
For instance, fn(Qn)= n+1 for n>3 [4]. By Menger's theorem, G is a k-connected
graph if and only if fk(G)<1. So dk(G)<1 if and only if fk(G)<1. By Def-
initions 1 and 2, d1(x; y)=f1(x; fyg)=dG(x; y) and d1(G)=f1(G)=d(G). In this
paper, we study relationships between dk(G) and fk(G). This problem was publicized
by Hsu [2].
Proposition 1. Let G be a k-connected graph; k>2. Then;
dk(G)6fk(G) + 1:
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We denote the join of two graphs G and H by G+H , i.e., V (G+H)=V (G)[V (H)
and E(G + H)=E(G)[E(H)[fuv j u2V (G); v2V (H)g. We denote by Cn and Kn
the cycle and the complete graph on n vertices, respectively. We can verify that dk(Cn+
Kk−2)= n−1 and fk(Cn+Kk−2)= n−2 for n>3; k>2. This fact shows the sharpness
of Proposition 1.
Proposition 2. Let d be a positive integer and let G be a graph with jV (G)j>3. Let
x0 be a vertex of G and let x1; x2 be two distinct vertices of G − x0. Suppose that
d2(x0; xi)6d for i=1; 2. Then;
f2(x0; fx1; x2g)6d:
Corollary 1. Let G be a 2-connected graph. Then;
f2(G)6d2(G):
Note that there are innitely many graphs for which the equalities hold in both
Proposition 2 and Corollary 1. For instance, we can verify that dk(Cn+Kk−1)=fk(Cn+
Kk−1)= bn=2c for n>4; k>1.
Theorem 1. Let d be a positive integer and let G be a graph with jV (G)j>4. Let x0
be a vertex of G and let x1; x2; x3 be three distinct vertices of G − x0. Suppose that
d3(x0; xi)6d for i=1; 2; 3. Then;
f3(x0; fx1; x2; x3g)6maxfd; 2d− 5g:
Corollary 2. Let G be a 3-connected graph. Then;
f3(G)6maxfd3(G); 2d3(G)− 5g:
More generally, we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Let k and d be positive integers; k>2; and let G be a graph with
jV (G)j>k + 1. Let x0 be a vertex of G and let x1; x2; : : : ; xk be k distinct vertices of
G − x0. Write X = fx1; x2; : : : ; xkg. Suppose that dk(x0; xi)6d for i=1; 2; : : : ; k. Then;
fk(x0; X )6maxfd; (k − 1)d− 4k + 7g:
From Proposition 1 and Theorem 2, we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 3. Let G be a k-connected graph; k>2. Then;
dk(G)− 16fk(G)6maxfdk(G); (k − 1)dk(G)− 4k + 7g:
This paper consists of four sections. In Section 2, we prove Propositions 1, 2, and
a preliminary lemma. In Sections 3 and 4, we prove Theorems 1 and 2, respectively.
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Fig. 1.
We conclude this section with examples, which show sharpness of Theorem 1 and
Corollary 2. We observe that if d65, then there are graphs for which the equality
holds in Theorem 1. Furthermore, for every integer d>6, there exists a graph for
which the equality holds in Theorem 1. Let d>6 and consider the graph illustrated in
Fig. 1. In the illustration, an edge labeled by m stands for a path of length m and an
edge with no label stands for a path of length one. We can verify that d3(x0; xi)6d
for i=1; 2; 3 and f3(x0; fx1; x2; x3g)= 2d − 5. For given positive integer d>2, there
are graphs G such that d3(G)=d and f3(G)=d3(G). For instance, we observe that
f3(Cn+K2)=d3(Cn+K2)= bn=2c for n>4. Hence, if 3-wide-diameter is less than or
equal to 5, for such graphs the equality holds in Corollary 2. Furthermore, if 3-wide-
diameter is less than or equal to 7, there are graphs for which the equality holds in
Corollary 2. Let G and H be the graphs in Fig. 2. Then, we can verify that d3(G)= 6,
f3(G)=f3(x0; fx1; x2; x3g)= 7 and d3(H)= 7, f3(H)=f3(y0; fy1; y2; y3g)= 9.
2. Preliminary results
For x2V (G), let NG(x) denote the neighbourhood of x, i.e., NG(x) is the set of
vertices adjacent to x in G and let NG[x] denote NG(x)[fxg. Let P= v0v1v2    vp be
a path of G. For vi; vj 2V (P) (i<j), let P[vi; vj] denote the subpath between vi and vj,
i.e., P[vi; vj] = vivi+1    vj. An edge vivj 2E(G)−E(P) is called a chord of P. P is said
to be chordless if P has no chord. If P has some chords, then let i be the minimum
value such that vivj is a chord of P. Then, by replacing the subpath P[vi; vj] by an edge
vivj, we get a new (v0; vp)-path P0= v0v1    vivjvj+1    vp such that V (P0)V (P) and
the number of chords of P0 is less than the one of P. Repeating this process, we nally
get a chordless (v0; vp)-path Q from P such that V (Q)V (P) and l(Q)6l(P). We call
this path Q a chordless path of P. For two paths P= v0v1    vp and Q= vpvp+1    vq,
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Fig. 2.
let P [Q mean the sequence of vertices v0v1    vpvp+1    vq. Note that P [Q may not
be an elementary path in G. Firstly, we prove Propositions 1 and 2.
Proof of Proposition 1. Let x; y be two distinct vertices of G. We show that there
exist k vertex-disjoint (x; y)-paths whose lengths are at most fk(G) + 1. Since G is a
k-connected graph, there exist k distinct vertices y1(=y); y2; y3; : : : ; yk 2NG[y] such
that yi 6= x for i=1; 2; : : : ; k. By denition of fk(G), there exist k vertex-disjoint paths
P1; P2; : : : ; Pk such that Pi is an (x; yi)-path with l(Pi)6fk(G) for i=1; 2; : : : ; k. Let
Q1 =P1 and Qj =Pj [yjy for j=2; 3; : : : ; k. Then, Q1; Q2; : : : ; Qk are the desired (x; y)-
paths.
Proof of Proposition 2. We show that there exist two vertex-disjoint paths between x0
and x1; x2 whose lengths are at most d. By the assumption that d2(x0; xi)6d for i=1; 2,
there exist two vertex-disjoint (x0; x1)-paths P1; P2 whose lengths are at most d and
there exist two vertex-disjoint (x0; x2)-paths Q1; Q2 of length at most d. If there exist
P 2fP1; P2g and Q2fQ1; Q2g such that V (P)\V (Q)= fx0g, then fP;Qg is the desired
(x0; fx1; x2g)-fan. So we may assume that V (Pi)\V (Qj) 6= fx0g for i=1; 2; j=1; 2.
We choose yi 2V (Pi)\fV (Q1)[V (Q2)g so that V (Pi[yi; x1])\fV (Q1)[V (Q2)g=
fyig for i=1; 2. Also we choose zj 2V (Qj)\fV (P1)[V (P2)g so that V (Qj[zj; x2])\
fV (P1)[V (P2)g= fzjg for j=1; 2. Without loss of generality, we may assume that
l(P1[y1; x1])=mini; j2f1;2g fl(Pi[yi; x1]); l(Qj[zj; x2])g and y1 2V (P1)\V (Q1). Then,
l(Q1[x0; y1][P1[y1; x1])6l(Q1[x0; y1]) + l(Q1[z1; x2])6l(Q1)6d:
Therefore, fQ1[x0; y1][P1[y1; x1]; Q2g is the desired (x0; fx1; x2g)-fan.
To prove Theorems 1 and 2, we need the following lemma.
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Lemma 1. Let k; r; s; and t be positive integers; k>2; and let G be a graph with
jV (G)j>k + 1. Let x0 be a vertex of G and let x1; x2; : : : ; xk be k distinct vertices
of G − x0. Suppose that there exist k − 1 vertex-disjoint paths P1; P2; : : : ; Pk−1 and k
vertex-disjoint paths Q1; Q2; : : : ; Qk such that
(a) Pi is a chordless (x0; xi)-path with l(Pi)6r and xk =2V (Pi) for i=1; 2; : : : ; k − 1;
(b) Qj is a chordless (x0; xk)-path with l(Qj)6s for j=1; 2; : : : ; k; and
(c) for every a2V (Pi)\V (Qj); the inequality l(Qj[x0; a]) + l(Pi[a; xi])6t holds for
i=1; 2; : : : ; k − 1; j=1; 2; : : : ; k.
(If necessary; we may change labels in x1; x2; : : : ; xk :) Then;
fk(x0; fx1; x2; : : : ; xkg)6maxfr; s; tg:
Proof. We show that there exists a set of k vertex-disjoint paths between x0 and
x1; x2; : : : ; xk whose lengths are at most maxfr; s; tg. If there is some j such that
P1; P2; : : : ; Pk−1; and Qj are pairwise vertex-disjoint, then fP1; P2; : : : ; Pk−1; Qjg is the
desired (x0; fx1; x2; : : : ; xkg)-fan. So we may assume that P1; P2; : : : ; Pk−1; and Qj are
not k vertex-disjoint paths for j=1; 2; : : : ; k. Let Ri=Pi for i=1; 2; : : : ; k − 1. Let
X =NG(x0)\f
Sk
j=1 V (Qj)g. Since Ri and Qj are chordless paths for i=1; 2; : : : ; k −
1, j=1; 2; : : : ; k, we have jX j= k and jX \V (Ri)j61 for i=1; 2; : : : ; k − 1. Hence,
there exists a vertex x2X − Sk−1i=1 V (Ri). We may assume x2V (Q1). We choose
y2V (Q1)\f
Sk−1
i=1 V (Ri)−fx0gg such that V (Q1[x0; y])\f
Sk−1
i=1 V (Ri)−fx0gg= fyg.
We may assume y2V (Q1)\V (R1). Let R01 be a chordless path of Q1[x0; y][R1[y; x1].
Then, R01 is a chordless (x0; x1)-path with xk =2V (R01). Also R01; R2; : : : ; Rk−1 are k − 1
vertex-disjoint paths. Since R1 and Q1 are both chordless and there exist e2E(R1[x0; y])
such that e =2Skj=1 E(Qj), we have the following inequality:

(
E(R01)[
k−1[
i=2
E(Ri)
)
−
k[
j=1
E(Qj)
<

k−1[
i=1
E(Ri)−
k[
j=1
E(Qj)
:
By replacing R1 by R01, we get the new path set fR01; R2; : : : ; Rk−1g. We call this replace-
ment path changing on R1; R2; : : : ; Rk−1; Q1; Q2; : : : ; Qk . Note that if R1; R2; : : : ; Rk−1; and
Qj are not k vertex-disjoint paths for j=1; 2; : : : ; k, then we can apply a path changing
on them and a path changing decreases the value of jSk−1i=1 E(Ri)−Skj=1 E(Qj)j at least
one. So after nite many applications of path changing, we can get k vertex-disjoint
paths R1; R2; : : : ; Rk−1; and Qj between x0 and x1; x2; : : : ; xk .
By (b), l(Qj)6s. To complete the proof of Lemma 1, we now show that l(Ri)6
maxfr; tg for i=1; 2; : : : ; k − 1.
Case 1: Ri 6=Pi. There exist Q0 2fQ1; Q2; : : : ; Qkg and a0 2V (Pi)\V (Q0)−fx0g such
that Ri is a chordless path of Q0[x0; a0][Pi[a0; xi]. By (c), l(Ri)6l(Q0[x0; a0][Pi[a0;
xi])6t.
Case 2: Ri=Pi. By (a), l(Ri)= l(Pi)6r.
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3. Proof of Theorem 1
Similar arguments in the proof of Proposition 2 assures us the existence of a chord-
less (x0; x1)-path P and two chordless (x0; x2)-paths Q1; Q2 such that they are pairwise
vertex-disjoint and l(P), l(Q1), l(Q2)6d. We choose three pairwise vertex-disjoint
chordless paths P;Q1; and Q2 among such paths so that l(P) is as small as possible
(if necessary, change labels in x1; x2; and x3). Then, by the minimality of l(P), x3 =2V (P).
If x3 2V (Q1) (or x3 2V (Q2)), then fP;Q2; Q1[x0; x3]g (or fP;Q1; Q2[x0; x3]g) is the de-
sired (x0; fx1; x2; x3g)-fan. Hence, we may assume that neither V (Q1) nor V (Q2) con-
tains x3. By the assumption that d3(x0; x3)6d, there exist three vertex-disjoint chordless
(x0; x3)-paths R1; R2; R3 with l(Ri)6d for i=1; 2; 3.
Claim 1. Let ai be the vertex adjacent to x3 in the path Ri for i=1; 2; 3. If ai 2V (P);
then l(Ri[x0; ai]) + l(P[ai; x1])6d.
Proof. Assume by contradiction that ai 2V (P) and l(Ri[x0; ai])+l(P[ai; x1])>d. Since
l(Ri)6d, we observe that l(P[ai; x1])>2. Let P0 be a chordless (x0; x3)-path of P[x0; ai]
[ aix3. Then we can verify that P0; Q1; and Q2 are pairwise vertex-disjoint and l(P0)<
l(P), which contradicts the minimality of l(P).
Claim 2. Let ai be the vertex adjacent to x3 in the path Ri for i=1; 2; 3. If there
exists a path Q in fQ1; Q2g such that ai 2V (Q) and l(Ri[x0; ai]) + l(Q[ai; x2])>d;
then f3(x0; fx1; x2; x3g)6d.
Proof. Assume, without loss of generality, that Q=Q1. By the assumption l(Ri[x0; ai])
+ l(Q1[ai; x2])>d and the fact l(Ri)6d, we conclude that l(Q1[ai; x2])>2. Then,
fP;Q2; Q1[x0; ai][ aix3g is the desired (x0; fx1; x2; x3g)-fan.
Claim 3. Suppose that l(P)=d>5. Furthermore; suppose that there exist R2fR1; R2;
R3g and a2V (P)\V (R) such that l(P[x0; a])= l(R[a; x3])= 2. Then; f3(x0; fx1; x2;
x3g)6d.
Proof. Let R[a; x3]= abx3. We show that b2V (Q1)[V (Q2). If b =2V (Q1)[V (Q2),
then we can nd a chordless (x0; x3)-path P0 of P[x0; a][R[a; x3]. Then l(P0)<l(P) and
P0; Q1; and Q2 are pairwise vertex-disjoint, which contradicts the choice of P;Q1; and
Q2. Next we show b 6= x2. Suppose b= x2. Let P0=R[x0; x2] and fQ01; Q02g= fR1; R2; R3g
−fRg. Then, P0; Q01; and Q02 are three vertex-disjoint chordless paths of length at most d
and l(P0)6d− 1<d= l(P), which contradicts the minimality of l(P). Hence, without
loss of generality, we may assume that b2V (Q1)−fx2g. Then, fP;Q2; Q1[x0; b][ bx3g
is the desired (x0; fx1; x2; x3g)-fan.
Claim 4. Suppose that l(Q1); l(Q2)>4 and that there exist R01; R
0
2 in fR1; R2; R3g and
ai 2V (Qi)\V (R0i) such that l(Qi[x0; ai])= l(R0i[ai; x3])= 2 for i=1; 2. Then; f3(x0;
fx1; x2; x3g)6d.
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Proof. Write R0i[ai; x3]= aibix3 for i=1; 2. We divide our proof into three cases.
Case 1: b1 =2V (Q1)[V (Q2)[V (P) or b2 =2V (Q1)[V (Q2)[V (P). By symmetry,
we may assume that b1 =2V (Q1)[V (Q2)[V (P). Then, fP;Q2; Q1[x0; a1][R01[a1; x3]g
is the desired (x0; fx1; x2; x3g)-fan.
Case 2: b1 2V (Q1)[V (Q2) or b2 2V (Q1)[V (Q2). By symmetry, we may assume
that b1 2V (Q1)[V (Q2). We note that b1 6= x2, since l(Q1)>4. Hence, if b1 2V (Q1) (or
b1 2V (Q2)), then fP;Q2; Q1[x0; b1][ b1x3g (or fP;Q1; Q2[x0; b1][ b1x3g) is the desired
(x0; fx1; x2; x3g)-fan.
Case 3: b1; b2 2V (P). Assume, without loss of generality, that b1 2V (P[x0; b2]).
If b2 6= x1, then we can nd a chordless (x0; x3)-path P0 of P[x0; b1][ b1x3. Then
l(P0)<l(P) and P0; Q1; and Q2 are pairwise vertex-disjoint, which contradicts the
choice of P;Q1; and Q2. Hence, we may assume that b2 = x1. Then, fQ2[x0; a2][ a2x1;
Q1; P[x0; b1][ b1x3g is the desired (x0; fx1; x2; x3g)-fan.
Claim 5. Let R stand for an arbitrary chosen path in fR1; R2; R3g. If f3(x0; fx1; x2; x3g)
>d; then for every vertex a2V (P)\V (R); the inequality l(R[x0; a]) + l(P[a; x1])6
maxfd; 2d− 5g holds.
Proof. By Claim 1, we may assume l(R[a; x3])>2. Firstly, we show that if l(R)64
or l(P[x0; a])61, then the conclusion of this claim is true. Suppose l(R)64. Then
l(R[x0; a])62, which implies that l(R[x0; a])6l(P[x0; a]), since R is chordless. Suppose
l(P[x0; a])61. Then l(R[x0; a])= l(P[x0; a]), since R is chordless. Hence, in both cases,
we obtain
l(R[x0; a]) + l(P[a; x1])6l(P[x0; a]) + l(P[a; x1])= l(P)6d:
In the sequel, assume that d>l(R)>5 and l(P[x0; a])>2. We divide our proof into
two cases depending upon the value of l(R[a; x3]).
Case 1: l(R[a; x3])= 2. Note that l(R[x0; a])= l(R)− l(R[a; x3])6d− 2. If l(P)=d
and l(P[x0; a])= l(R[a; x3])= 2, then by Claim 3, f3(x0; fx1; x2; x3g)6d, which con-
tradicts the assumption of this claim. So either l(P)6d − 1 or l(P[x0; a])>3, which
implies the inequality l(P[a; x1])6d− 3. Therefore,
l(R[x0; a]) + l(P[a; x1])6(d− 2) + (d− 3)=2d− 5:
Case 2: l(R[a; x3])>3. In this case, l(R[x0; a])= l(R) − l(R[a; x3])6d − 3. Since
l(P[x0; a])>2, l(P[a; x1])= l(P)− l(P[x0; a])6d− 2. Hence,
l(R[x0; a]) + l(P[a; x1])6(d− 3) + (d− 2)=2d− 5:
Claim 6. We write R for an arbitrary path in fR1; R2; R3g. If f3(x0; fx1; x2; x3g)>d;
then there exists Q2fQ1; Q2g for which the inequality l(R[x0; a]) + l(Q[a; x2])6
maxfd; 2d− 5g holds for every vertex a2V (Q)\V (R).
Proof. Let Q0 stand for an arbitrary path in fQ1; Q2g and let a0 stand for an arbitrary
vertex in V (Q0)\V (R). By Claim 2, we may assume l(R[a0; x3])>2. If l(Q0)63,
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then l(R[x0; a0]) + l(Q0[a0; x2])6(d − 2) + 2=d. So we may assume that l(Q0)>4.
If l(Q0[x0; a0])= 1, then l(R[x0; a0])+l(Q0[a0; x2])6d, since R is chordless. So we may
assume that l(Q0[x0; a0])>2. From Claim 4 together with the assumption f3(x0; fx1; x2;
x3g)>d follows that there exists a path Q2fQ1; Q2g satisfying either l(Q[x0; a]) 6=2
or l(R[a; x3]) 6=2 for every vertex a2V (Q)\V (R). We divide our proof into two cases
depending upon the value of l(R[a; x3]).
Case 1: l(R[a; x3])= 2. In this case, l(R[x0; a])= l(R) − l(R[a; x3])6d − 2. Since
l(Q[x0; a])>2 and l(Q[x0; a]) 6=2, we get l(Q[x0; a])>3 and this inequality implies
the inequality l(Q[a; x2])6d− 3. Therefore,
l(R[x0; a]) + l(Q[a; x2])6(d− 2) + (d− 3)=2d− 5:
Case 2: l(R[a; x3])>3. In this case, l(R[x0; a])= l(R) − l(R[a; x3])6d − 3. Since
l(Q[x0; a])>2, l(Q[a; x2])= l(Q)− l(Q[x0; a])6d− 2. Hence,
l(R[x0; a]) + l(Q[a; x2])6(d− 3) + (d− 2)=2d− 5:
From Claims 5 and 6, by applying Lemma 1 we can complete the proof of
Theorem 1.
4. Proof of Theorem 2
Let f=max16i6k fk−1(x0; X − fxig). We choose k − 1 vertex-disjoint chordless
paths P1; P2; : : : ; Pk−1 such that each Pi is an (x0; xi)-path with l(Pi)6f and
Pk−1
i=1 l(Pi)
is as small as possible (if necessary, change labels in x1; x2; : : : ; xk). Then, by the
minimality of
Pk−1
i=1 l(Pi), we get xk =2V (Pi) for i=1; 2; : : : ; k − 1. By the assumption
that dk(x0; xk)6d, there exist k vertex-disjoint chordless (x0; xk)-paths Q1; Q2; : : : ; Qk
with l(Qi)6d for i=1; 2; : : : ; k.
Claim 1. Suppose there exists a path Pj in fP1; P2; : : : ; Pk−1g such that l(Pj)>4 and
V (Pj)\NG(xk) 6= ;. Then for every vertex a2V (Pj)\NG(xk); the inequality l(Pj[x0; a])
>3 holds.
Proof. Suppose by contradiction that there exist Pj 2fP1; P2; : : : ; Pk−1g and a0 2V (Pj)
\NG(xk) such that l(Pj)>4 and l(Pj[x0; a0])62. Let Pk be a chordless (x0; xk)-path of
Pj[x0; a0][ a0xk . Then we can verify that l(Pk)63<l(Pj)6f and P1; P2; : : : ; Pj−1; Pj+1;
: : : ; Pk−1; Pk are pairwise vertex-disjoint. This contradicts the minimality of
Pk−1
i=1
l(Pi).
Claim 2. For every vertex a2V (Pi)\V (Qj); the inequality l(Qj[x0; a])+l(Pi[a; xi])6
maxfd; f; d+ f − 4g holds for i=1; 2; : : : ; k − 1; j=1; 2; : : : ; k.
Proof. If l(Pi[x0; a])= 1, then l(Qj[x0; a]) + l(Pi[a; xi])6f, since Qj is chordless. So
we may assume that l(Pi[x0; a])>2. Since xk =2V (Pi), the inequality l(Qj[x0; a])6d−1
holds. We divide our proof into two cases depending upon the value of l(Pi[x0; a]).
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Case 1: l(Pi[x0; a])= 2. By Claim 1, l(Pi)63 or a =2NG(xk). If l(Pi)63, then
l(Pi[a; xi])= l(Pi)− l(Pi[x0; a])61. Hence,
l(Qj[x0; a]) + l(Pi[a; xi])6(d− 1) + 1=d:
So we may assume that a =2NG(xk). Since xk =2V (Pi), l(Qj[x0; a])6d− 2. Hence,
l(Qj[x0; a]) + l(Pi[a; xi])6(d− 2) + (f − 2)=d+ f − 4:
Case 2: l(Pi[x0; a])>3. In this case, l(Pi[a; x0])= l(Pi)− l(Pi[x0; a])6f− 3. Hence,
l(Qj[x0; a]) + l(Pi[a; xi])6(d− 1) + (f − 3)=d+ f − 4:
From Claim 2, by applying Lemma 1 we can obtain the following claim.
Claim 3. There exists a vertex x2X such that
fk(x0; X )6maxfd; fk−1(x0; X − fxg); d+ fk−1(x0; X − fxg)− 4g:
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 2 by induction on k. If k =2 or 3, then
Theorem 2 is true by Proposition 2 or Theorem 1, respectively. Assume k>4. By
Claim 3 together with the fact dk−1(x; y)6dk(x; y), we obtain
fk(x0; X )6maxfd; (k − 1)d− 4k + 7g:
The proof of Theorem 2 is completed.
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